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Executive summary 
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➢ The VN-INDEX fluctuated in a narrow range within 1,316-1,366pts in Sep as market’s sentiment remained cautious after the warning

of SSC about closely monitoring unusual transactions, along with fear of prolong 4th wave of COVID-19 infections

➢ Liquidity declined slightly in Sep. Total trading value decreased 5.5% mom to VND27,445bn/session (+342.3% yoy).

➢ We saw money ran into small caps in Sep. Liquidity of VNSML (representing small caps) rose 17.9% mom, resulting an impressive

increase of 5.2% mtd of VNSML Index. On the contrary, money ran away from large caps and mid caps with daily liquidity falling

21.9% mom and 4.5% mom, respectively, in Sep.

➢ We see some positive catalysts in Oct, including: (1) expecting further decline in the number of daily new cases thanks to higher

vaccination rate (35.4% at as 25 Sep 2021); (2) expected recovery of listed companies’ earnings in 4Q21F as the economy would be

gradually reopened; (3) the valuation of Vietnam’s stock market looks attractive in a longer view.

➢ We maintain our forecast for 2021F EPS growth of listed companies on HOSE at 26%. We expect earnings of several sectors

such as Oil & Gas, Real Estate, Retail, Food & Beverage and Banking to bounce back in 4Q21 while profits of Brokerage and Steel

companies remain strong. For 2022F, we expect EPS growth of listed companies on HOSE to remain strong at 21% yoy. Some

sectors could see strong improvement in earnings growth, including Industrial goods and Services, Real Estate and Oil & Gas.

➢ We expect the VN-INDEX to fluctuate in the range from 1,280-1,380 points in Oct. The 1,280-1,300 points would be strong

supporting level for the VN-INDEX in Oct. Investors could raise proportion of stocks in their portfolios if the index drops to the

supporting zone. We prefer leading companies in the Oil & Gas, Banking, Public investment-related companies and Export-oriented

companies.
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Market’s sentiment remains cautious as 4th wave of COVID-19 

persisted 
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➢ VN-INDEX inched up 0.6% mtd in Aug

(data as at 28 Sep 2021) after recording

slight increase of 1.6% mom in the

previous month. Investor sentiment

remains cautious as 4th wave of COVID-

19 persisted.

➢ At the end of the 28 Sep 2021 session,

the VN-INDEX stood at 1,339.31pts

(+0.6% mtd and +21.3% ytd).

➢ Meanwhile, the HNX-INDEX and

UPCOM-INDEX recorded an 3.9% mtd

and 2.4% mtd increase, respectively.

Since the beginning of 2021, the HNX-

INDEX and UPCOM-INDEX rose by

75.3% ytd and 28.9% ytd, respectively.

The VN-INDEX fluctuated in a narrow range within 1,316-1,366pts 

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG, data as at 28/09/2021



VN-INDEX outperformed peers in Southeast Asia in Sep 
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VN-INDEX outperformed peers in Southeast Asia in Sep 

(data as at 28/09/2021) 

… and still among best performers on the basis

(data as at 28/09/2021)

➢ The VN-INDEX inched up 0.6% mtd despite pullback in several Southeast Asian stock markets, including JCI Index (-0.6% mtd),

SET Index (-1.4% mtd) and FBMKLCI Index (-3.4% mtd).

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG



Liquidity slightly subdued after State Securities Commission 

(SSC) raised concerns about some unusual transactions

6Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, VSD

New opening accounts rebound in Sep The daily average trading value dropped 

5.5% mom in Sep 2021 (data on 28/09/2021)

Liquidity surged on UPCOM while falling 

on HOSE and HNX (data on 28/09/2021)

➢ Market’s sentiment remained cautious after the warning of SSC about closely monitoring unusual transactions, along with fear of

prolong 4th wave of COVID-19 infections. Total liquidity in 3 main bourses decreased 5.5% mom to VND27,445bn/session (+342.3%

yoy), of which the daily trading value on HOSE reached VND21,812bn/session (-6.8% mom) while the daily trading value on HNX

dropped to VND3,422bn/session (-11.6% mom). On the contrary, the daily trading value on UPCOM rose 25.4% mom to

VND2,211bn/session after recording an increase of 40.0% mom in Jul.



Cashflow analysis: Small caps took the spotlight 
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VNSmallcap continued to outperform in Sep (% mtd) 

(data on 28/09/2021) 

Source: Fiinpro, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Money kept running into small caps (daily trading value 

by category) (data on 28/09/2021) 

➢ Money kept running into small-cap stocks in Sep. Daily trading value of VNSML (representing small caps) rose 17.9% mom (after a

surge of 90.1% mom in Aug), resulting an impressive increase of 5.2% mtd (data on 28/09/2021). On the contrary, money ran away

from large caps and mid caps with daily liquidity falling 21.9% mom and 4.5% mom respectively in Sep.



Cashflow analysis: money ran into Electricity, Construction 

and Food & Beverage

8Source: Fiinpro, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

➢ Electricity, Construction, Food &

Beverage, Transportation, Steel and

Construction materials lured money

inflows in Sep (data on 28/09/2021).

➢ On the other hand, Banking, IT,

Brokerage, Oil & Gas and Retail

witnessed money outflows in Sep

(28/09/2021).



Retail was the best industry performer in Sep 

9Source: Fiinpro, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

➢ Retail became the best industry

performer in Sep 2021, recording an

impressive increase of 13.1% mom,

followed by Steel (+7.7%), Insurance

(+7.4% mom), Tourism & entertainment

(+7.4%) and Oil & Gas (+6.5%).

➢ On the contrary, Medical Services,

Chemicals, Real Estate and Financial

Services were the worst performers of

Sep 2021.



HPG was VN-INDEX’s top mover in Sep

10Source: Fiinpro, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

➢ HPG (+6.7% mtd) lent the most support

to the VN-INDEX in Sep 2021, followed

by VPB (+8.4% mtd), GAS (+6.4% mtd),

MWG (+14.1% mtd) and TPB (+19.4%

mtd).

➢ On the contrary, VIC became the index’s

top laggard, recording an 8.1% decline

since the beginning of Sep. Other

laggards included GVR (-7.6% mtd),

VHM (-2.7% mtd), CTG (-2.7% mtd) and

PDR (-7.5% mtd).



Foreign investors continued to be net sellers in Sep as money 

was withdrawn from foreign ETFs 
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Foreign investors net sold VND7,888bn in Sep (unit: 

VNDbn) (data on 23/09/2021)

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

Foreign investors net sold VND40,080bn in 9M21 (unit: 

VNDbn) (data on 23/09/2021)

➢ Foreign investors net sold VND7,888bn across 3 bourses in Sep 2021 (data on 23/09/2021), after net selling VND6,729bn in the

previous month. We saw continued net withdrawal from foreign ETFs in Sep with a total value of 2,174VNDbn. For 9M21, foreign

investors net sold totaling VND40,0890bn (vs. a net-selling value of VND5,616bn in 9M20 and VND19,310bn in the entire-2020).



THD, MBB and CTG were among top net bought by foreigners 

in Sep
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Foreign investors' strongest net buyers in Sep 

(US$m, data on 23/09/2021)

Foreign investors' strongest net sellers in Sep

(US$m, data on 23/09/2021)

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG



HPG, CTG and VNM recorded strong net selling value by 

foreign investors in 9M21 
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Foreign investors' strongest net buyers in 9M21 

(US$m, data on 23/09/2021)

Foreign investors' strongest net sellers in 9M21 

(US$m, data on 23/09/2021)

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG
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Daily new cases kept declining; vaccination rate surged 
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Daily new cases kept declining in Sep 

(data on 27/09/2021)

SOURCE: WHO

Vaccination rate climbed further 

(data on 25/09/2021) 

➢ Last week (20/09-26/09/2021), the number of daily new cases dropped by more than 25% compared to the same period last month.

We expect that the number of daily new cases would declined further in Oct thanks to higher vaccination rate. So far Vietnam has

fully vaccinated around 8.2% of its population, while around 31.3% has been partially vaccinated. We estimate that Vietnam could

receive an additional 80-90 million doses by end-2021, thus lifting the vaccination rate to 50-60%. Additionally, made-in-Vietnam

vaccine, Nanocovax, is at last-mile phase 3 trials. Meanwhile, Vietnam has also successfully produced Sputnik-V vaccine

domestically after receiving technology transfer from a Russian partner. Thanks to advances in research and self-producing of

vaccine, Vietnam could increase its vaccine autonomy since fourth quarter of 2021.



Reopening the economy 
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Google mobility for retail and recreation in Vietnam (7 

days average) rebounded since mid-Sep  

SOURCE: GOOGLE, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Google mobility for workplace in Vietnam (7 days  

average) edged up since mid-Sep

➢ Hanoi and several localities across the country have eased some social distancing measures after seeing a sharp decrease in the

number of daily new infections last month. Specifically, Hanoi allows a number of non-essential services such as barbers, book

stores, clothing shops, shopping centers, and restaurant (for takeaway) to reopen. Accordingly, retail and recreation mobility at the

national level has seen a steady recovery over the past few weeks. Hochiminh City, the country’s economic locomotive, is expected

to reopen some economic activities from Oct 2021. The government also laid out a roadmap for reopening factories and industrial

parks across the country to promote the economy’s recovery.



The economy hit hardest in 3Q21, steady recovery expected in 

4Q21
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3Q21 GDP hit hardest amid the worst COVID-19 wave 

SOURCE: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Exports showed sign of recovery in Sep after several 

localities relaxing social-distancing measures 

➢ According to GSO, Vietnam’s 3Q21 GDP dropped 6.2% yoy due to the negative impacts of the current COVID-19 wave.

➢ Some provinces have been gradually easing social distancing measures since mid-September as the number of daily new COVID-

19 infections has decreased in the last month.

➢ We expect the economy to steady recover in 4Q21 thanks to (1) high demand for Vietnam’s export products, (2) the reopening of

some non-essential services following high vaccination rate and (3) support packages from the government.



We maintain our FY21 earnings forecast while seeing a solid 

FY22 earnings outlook

18SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

➢ We expect earnings of several sectors

such as Oil & Gas, Real Estate, Retail,

Food & Beverage and Banking to bounce

back strongly in 4Q21 while profits of

Brokerage and Steel companies remain

strong.

➢ We maintain 2021F EPS growth of listed

companies on HOSE at 26%.

➢ For 2022F, we expect EPS growth of

listed companies on HOSE to remain

strong at 21% yoy. Some sectors could

see strong improvement in earnings

growth, including Industrial goods and

Services, Real Estate and Oil & Gas.

➢ For 2023F, we forecast EPS growth of

listed companies on HOSE at 18% yoy.



Attractive valuation in a longer view 
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The current VN-INDEX’s P/E is about 15% discount from 

its peak in Jun (as at 28/09/2021)

SOURCE: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Vietnam stand out as markets which are cheap 

compared to their earnings FY21- 23 growth potential

➢ VN-INDEX is currently traded at 16.3x of trailing P/E, slightly above its average 3-year trailing P/E of 16.1x and about 15% discount

from its peak in Jun. We believe market has partially factored the downside risks of current Covid-19 wave. The market now is

switching to focus on the story of earnings recovery in 4Q21 as well as the FY22 outlook. We maintain our FY22/23 earnings growth

of 21%/18% driven by strong recovery of export-oriented sectors and the bounce back of oil & gas and property. Thus, market

valuation is attractive now, in our view, notably market will be support by increasing retail participant and abundant cashflow shifting

away from deposits amid low interest rates.



Technical analysis view

20SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

➢ We expect the VN-INDEX to expand

recovery and may fluctuate in the range

from 1,280-1,380 points in Oct.

➢ The 1,280-1,300 points would be strong

supporting level for the VN-INDEX in Oct.

➢ Potential downside risks to the market

include lower-than-expected FY21

earnings outlook due to prolonged

outbreak and potential stricter and longer

lockdown protocols to be adopted to

prevent the spread of coronavirus.

➢ Upside catalysts include faster vaccine

rollout and domestically produced

vaccine being brought to market sooner

than expected.



Oil & Gas could lure money inflow in Oct 2021 
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Brent oil price is likely to continue its bullish trend thanks to 

the sluggish supply in response to global demand recovery

SOURCE: GSO, BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT

EIA forecasts the global oil demand to reach the pre-covid

level of 100mbd by the end of 2021

➢ Brent oil price is likely to continue its bullish trend in 4Q21 thanks to the sluggish supply in response to global demand recovery

➢ Based on US Energy Information Administration (EIA) in September, the U.S. stockpiles fell by 3.5 million barrels to 414 million, which is near a

three-year low. EIA forecasts the global oil demand could increase by 5.0 million barrels per day (mbd) in 2021F to the average of 97.4 mbd from

the sharp fall of 8.6 mbd in 2020, before reaching the average of 101.0 mbd in 2022F, almost even with pre-Covid level (2019).

➢ Meanwhile, the supply seems to be still tightened due to OPEC+ conservative in raising productions and the slow recovery of the US oil industry.

➢ GAS and PVD are our top picks for the sector.

Title:

Source:
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Banking: Back to buy territory

22

➢ We believe investors acknowledged that 2H21 earnings would be hurt by current Covid-19 wave and now they focus on FY22

earnings outlook. And banking is best proxy to Vietnam economic resurgence.

➢ Banks’ share prices have discounted up to 15% from their peak. We believe this price correction has partially factored the downside

risks of the current wave. Thus the risk/reward profile of banking sector is attractive now.

➢ We prefer banks that with the following characteristics: strong ability to expanding lending activities amid low credit demand; well-

equipped to enhance the weight of Non-interest incomes; solid asset quality and strong provisioning buffer. amid the less intense

deposit competition and ample liquidity, we prefer banks that have opportunities to increase their exposures to individual lending

which will enjoy better asset yield. VCB, TCB and ACB are our top picks for the sector.

Peers comparison 

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG



2022 investment themes and stock picks
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Themes Sector picks Stock picks

#1: Export-oriented 
segments still 
outperformers

Despite short-term headwinds, we are still optimistic about the
prospects export-oriented segments; ie: textile, seafood, wooden
product, rubber and steel. Logistics and industrial property are also
key beneficiaries in this theme.

STK, VHC, HPG, 
KBC

#2: Vaccine rollout will 
buoy some certain 
segments of service 
industry

Retail sector will enjoy the most post-pandemic while we expect
Vietnam to allow international commercial flights from the beginning
of 1Q22, which could lead to strong recovery of tourism,
accommodation & catering service and aviation since 1Q22.

PNJ, VRE

#3: Infrastructure 
development story will 
be back to centre-stage

We believe infrastructure development ramp-up is one of critical
measures to boost the economy growth. Besides road and aviation
infrastructure, we think energy infrastructure will take spotlight in
the next 2 years.

ACV, GAS, 
POW, HHV 

#4: Replacing Financials 
with Property among 
cyclical sector space

Good times are just around the corner for property market as
housing supply gradually recovers thanks to loosening regulatory
bottleneck while housing demand fueled by a board-based recovery
of macro fundamentals, stepping up infrastructure development and
unprecedented affordable mortgage interest rates.

VHM, NLG 



VNDS Research ‘s recommendations
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Ticker Close price
Adjusted target 

price
Dividend yield Upside Recommendation Latest report

NT2 20,800 28,400 9.6% 46.1% ADD Link

BCG 17,900 24,000 4.5% 38.5% ADD Link

CTG 30,400 42,000 0.0% 38.2% ADD Link

VIB 35,950 48,100 0.0% 33.8% ADD Link

ACB 31,350 41,800 0.0% 33.3% ADD Link

KBC 43,750 57,500 1.1% 32.6% ADD Link

SCS 135,800 170,700 6.5% 32.2% ADD Link

VHM 78,200 102,200 0.0% 30.7% ADD Link

PNJ 93,300 119,200 1.9% 29.7% ADD Link

VRE 28,300 36,600 0.0% 29.3% ADD Link

PPC 23,100 27,400 9.4% 28.1% ADD Link

SZC 46,800 58,800 2.3% 28.0% ADD Link

VNM 89,600 110,000 4.3% 27.0% ADD Link

POW 12,200 15,000 0.0% 23.0% ADD Link

https://nhanha-public-api.vndirect.com.vn/click/OGE0ODlmZDA2ODYwMjZlMjAxNjg5OGJlM2IzNDMxODU=/YmRiODIxOGNiODJmNGE2MjhmYTU2MDRiNWYwYTQ1MWM=/bdb8218cb82f4a628fa5604b5f0a451c-Navigating_Vietnam_2021_20201211.pdf/cmVzZWFyY2hAdm5kaXJlY3QuY29tLnZu/MjUyNDA=
https://nhanha-public-api.vndirect.com.vn/click/OGE0ODlmZDA3NTYyMzU3MDAxNzU2MmUzNWNiMzEyMTE=/N2NlYWExMjBlNzhiNGZmYWI0Zjc0NTI5MzAwNWI3MmY=/7ceaa120e78b4ffab4f745293005b72f-BCG_BCCapnhat_20210831.pdf/cmVzZWFyY2hAdm5kaXJlY3QuY29tLnZu/MzQ5NTY=
https://nhanha-public-api.vndirect.com.vn/click/OGE0ODlmZDA3NTYyMzU3MDAxNzU2MmUzNWNiMzEyMTE=/MzU0YzI3YzA0Y2Y3NDVjZDllYWJkN2FjZWIwMzJhYzc=/354c27c04cf745cd9eabd7aceb032ac7-CTG_BCCapnhat_20210819.pdf/cmVzZWFyY2hAdm5kaXJlY3QuY29tLnZu/MzQ2NDQ=
https://nhanha-public-api.vndirect.com.vn/click/OGE0ODlmZDA3OWE2ZmVjYzAxNzlhN2U1MTBjZTAwMDI=/ZDYyOTUxNzM1OTExNGYxMTkyNzQ1YWUyOTZiMDIyMzI=/d629517359114f1192745ae296b02232-VIB_BC%20capnhat_20210811.pdf/cmVzZWFyY2hAdm5kaXJlY3QuY29tLnZu/MzQyNTU=
https://nhanha-public-api.vndirect.com.vn/click/OGE0ODlmZDA3OWE2ZmVjYzAxNzlhN2U1MTBjZTAwMDI=/OTliMjMwNjVlMjdmNGZlODkyMjE1MWFjZWE4NDcyMzg=/99b23065e27f4fe8922151acea847238-PVT_EarningsUpdate_20210802.pdf/cmVzZWFyY2hAdm5kaXJlY3QuY29tLnZu/MzM2ODU=
https://nhanha-public-api.vndirect.com.vn/click/OGE0ODlmZDA3MDFjZjM0OTAxNzAxZWQ4OTRkZjAwMDk=/M2FiZjczNmM2N2RlNGFiMGIzMmM1ZDIzMzZlNmJlMWQ=/3abf736c67de4ab0b32c5d2336e6be1d-KBC_CapnhatKQKD_20210811.pdf/cmVzZWFyY2hAdm5kaXJlY3QuY29tLnZu/MzQyNTk=
https://nhanha-public-api.vndirect.com.vn/click/OGE0ODlmZDA3MDFjZjM0OTAxNzAxZWQ4OTRkZjAwMDk=/OGM2OTI2NDM1MGIyNDFhMzgxZmUxNTEyYzY4NGFmNWQ=/8c69264350b241a381fe1512c684af5d-SCS_BCCapNhat_20210723.pdf/cmVzZWFyY2hAdm5kaXJlY3QuY29tLnZu/MzMyMzU=
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/BCnganh-BDS_2Q21.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/PNJ_BccapnhatKQKD_20210727.pdf
https://nhanha-public-api.vndirect.com.vn/click/OGE0ODlmZDA3NTYyMzU3MDAxNzU2MmUzNWNiMzEyMTE=/ZjA4YTAwZjJjNDNmNDEzODhlOThiMTNjNTljMDNlMTM=/f08a00f2c43f41388e98b13c59c03e13-VRE_Update_20210914.pdf/cmVzZWFyY2hAdm5kaXJlY3QuY29tLnZu/MzU1MDQ=
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/PPC_BCCapnhat_20200608.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/SZC_BCPT_20210923.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/VNM_BCCapnhat_20210524.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/POW_BCcapnhat_20210824.pdf


VNDS Research ‘s recommendations
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Ticker Close price
Adjusted target 

price
Dividend yield Upside Recommendation Latest report

VCB 98,500 119,500 0.8% 22.1% ADD Link

VTP 80,600 95,300 1.9% 20.2% ADD Link

LPB 21,700 26,000 0.0% 19.8% ADD Link

HPG 53,300 62,600 0.9% 18.3% ADD Link

PVD 22,200 26,100 0.0% 17.6% ADD Link

GAS 96,800 109,800 3.7% 17.2% ADD Link

TCB 49,400 57,200 0.0% 15.8% ADD Link

KDC 58,300 65,000 2.8% 14.3% HOLD Link

DBC 57,600 64,000 2.6% 13.7% HOLD Link

VPB 66,000 75,000 0.0% 13.6% HOLD Link

MBB 27,800 31,400 0.0% 12.9% HOLD Link

NLG 41,950 46,700 1.1% 12.4% HOLD Link

PVS 27,900 30,200 3.8% 12.0% HOLD Link

GMD 48,650 52,700 3.4% 11.8% HOLD Link

https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/BCNganh_Nganhang_20210910.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/VTP_BCCapNhat_20210908.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/LPB_BCCapnhat_20210827.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/HPG_Capnhat_20210812.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/PVD_BCCapnhat_20210810.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/GAS_BCCapnhat_20210729.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/TCB_BCcapnhat_20210726.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/KDC_BCCappnhat_20210518.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/DBC_Capnhat_20210802.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/VPB_BCCapnhat_20210804.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/MBB_BCCapnhat_20210507.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/NLG_BCcapnhat_20210611.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/PVS_BCCapnhat_20210818.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/GMD_BCCapnhat_20210812.docx.pdf


VNDS Research ‘s recommendations
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Ticker Close price
Adjusted target 

price
Dividend yield Upside Recommendation Latest report

FPT 93,200 101,700 2.1% 11.3% HOLD Link

KDH 41,600 45,500 1.2% 10.6% HOLD Link

VJC 128,500 138,900 0.0% 8.1% HOLD Link

STK 48,200 50,600 2.6% 7.6% HOLD Link

PVT 23,100 24,100 2.2% 6.5% HOLD Link

NVL 102,000 107,700 0.0% 5.6% HOLD Link

ACV 83,600 86,400 0.0% 3.3% HOLD Link

PHP 29,500 29,200 1.9% 0.9% HOLD Link

VHC 51,800 50,000 3.9% 0.4% HOLD Link

MML 84,000 81,400 0.0% -3.1% HOLD Link

CRE 30,750 28,500 3.2% -4.1% HOLD Link

MWG 127,800 116,800 0.4% -8.2% HOLD Link

https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/FPT_BCCapnhat_20210525.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/KDH_BCcapnhat_20210622.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/VJC_BCCapNhat_20210609.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/STK_Capnhat_20210801.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/PVT_CapnhatKQKD_20210802.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/NVL_BCCapnhat_20210818.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/ACV_BCCapNhat_20210824.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/PHP_BCCapNhat_20210804.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/VHC_BCCapnhat_20210310.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/MML_BCCapnhat_20210816.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/CRE_BCCapnhat_20210830.pdf
https://www.vndirect.com.vn/cmsupload/beta/MWG_BCCapnhat_20210819.pdf
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RECOMMENDATION FRAMEWORK

Stock Ratings Definition:

Add The stock’s total return is expected to reach 15% or higher over the next 12 months.

Hold The stock’s total return is expected to be between negative 10% and positive 15% over the next 12 months.

Reduce The stock’s total return is expected to fall below negative 10% over the next 12 months.

The total expected return of a stock is defined as the sum of the:(i) percentage difference between the target price and the current price and (ii) the forward net dividend yields of the

stock. Stock price targets have an investment horizon of 12 months.

Sector Ratings Definition:

Overweight An Overweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a positive absolute recommendation.

Neutral A Neutral rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a neutral absolute recommendation.

Underweight An Underweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a negative absolute recommendation.

Country Ratings Definition:

Overweight An Overweight rating means investors should be positioned with an above-market weight in this country relative to benchmark.

Neutral A Neutral rating means investors should be positioned with a neutral weight in this country relative to benchmark.

Underweight An Underweight rating means investors should be positioned with a below-market weight in this country relative to benchmark.
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